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Important points

• HBT-EP experiments with a new movable ferromagnetic wall allow 

systematic studies of effects of nearby ferritic materials on plasmas

• Versatility of HBT-EP kink mode experiments has been expanded 

by adding a shaping coil to create diverted plasmas

– Initial experiments have produced the expected changes in

poloidal mode spectra for diverted versus limited plasmas

• A high-speed GPU-based feedback system implements

advanced magnetic feedback algorithms with low latency

– Rotation control has been added to the feedback system via a biased 

electrode inserted in the plasma edge
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Outline

• Motivation and introduction to HBT-EP

• Modification of resistive wall modes with ferromagnetic walls

– Passive mode activity

– Response to applied resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs)

• Plasma shaping and changes to kink mode spectra

• GPU-based feedback

– Magnetic control of kink modes

– Biased-electrode rotation control
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Understanding 3D magnetic field effects is important for

predicting and optimizing tokamak performance

• Non-axisymmetric fields can be harmful to tokamak plasmas
– Edge localized modes (ELMs), error fields, resistive wall modes (RWMs)

• Control of 3D magnetic fields is crucial for high-performance operation
– Beta limits, locked mode thresholds, fast particle confinement

• Low-activation ferritic steels are a good candidate for structural 
components of a fusion reactor, but may weaken MHD stability
– Destabilization of the ferritic resistive wall mode (FRWM)

• HBT-EP program: Measure and control 3D edge magnetic fields 

with high detail and accuracy in a tokamak
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HBT-EP specializes in high-resolution magnetic measurement 

and control of kink modes with a variable wall geometry

Major Radius: 92 cm

Minor Radius: 15 cm

Plasma Current: ~15 kA

Toroidal Field: 0.33 T

Pulse Length: 5 - 10 ms

Electron Temperature: ≤ 150 eV

Typical discharge parameters
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Ferromagnetic material has been installed in-vessel

in order to study the Ferritic Resistive Wall Mode (FRWM)

• HiperCo50 tiles are mounted on plasma side of the wall segments

– Strong coupling to kink modes.  

• Tiled design breaks up eddy currents

– Wall conductivity reduces the ferritic effect at high frequency

Feedback

sensors

Ferritic tiles

Structural ribs

TBTr 33.08    for  ty Permeabili 
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Ferromagnetic material has been installed in-vessel

in order to study the Ferritic Resistive Wall Mode (FRWM)

• Ferritic material covers 10 of the 20 conducting wall segments

• All walls can be individually retracted away from the plasma surface

– Plasma-wall separation for ferritic and non-ferritic walls is varied across 

experiments

Ferritic configurationStainless configuration
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Modeling poloidal flux profiles suggests that adding ferritic 

material is similar to moving the wall further from the plasma

• Cylindrical, axisymmetric approximation with Shafranov profile used 

to estimate changes in external poloidal flux due to ferritic wall

Minor radius (cm)
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Modeling poloidal flux profiles suggests that adding ferritic 

material is similar to moving the wall further from the plasma

• Cylindrical, axisymmetric approximation with Shafranov profile used 

to estimate changes in external poloidal flux due to ferritic wall

• Shielding of ferritic effect depends on mode rotation frequency

– Faster modes are stabilized by eddy currents

Minor radius (cm)
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Passive mode activity is similar between the stainless steel 

and ferritic wall configurations

• Growth rates, rotation frequencies, and saturated mode amplitudes 

are similar with ferritic material near or far from plasma surface

– Mode onset occurs earlier; extensive analysis has yet to be done

– Natural mode rotation stabilizes FRWMs

• Larger differences are expected for slower mode rotation

Stainless configuration Ferritic configuration

Bθ fluctuations Bθ fluctuations
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Resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) are applied

in order to study driven plasma response

• Stationary m/n = 3/1 

radial field is applied 

when edge safety 

factor (qa) crosses 3

• Toroidal phase of 

RMP rapidly changed 

by 180° (“phase-flip”) 

after 0.5 ms
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Response to stationary applied fields is larger

in the presence of nearby ferromagnetic material

• Plasma response is ~50% larger with the ferritic wall inserted versus 

the stainless steel wall

• Disruptions occur at weaker applied fields with ferritic wall inserted

Disruptions

n=1 response to m/n = 3/1 RMP
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RMP-induced disruptivity increases

when the ferritic wall is inserted

• Large applied resonant fields can cause disruptions

• Disruptions occur more often with close ferritic material
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A shaping coil has been installed on HBT-EP to

create diverted discharges

• Shaping research will examine 

kink mode spectra while 

transitioning from circular to 

diverted operation

– RMPs and sideband coupling

– Feedback efficacy

• Shaping coil activates after 

formation of limited plasmas

• Plasma boundary remains 

mostly circular

– Diverted plasmas are still 

compatible with diagnostics 

and control system
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Diverted plasmas in HBT-EP are expected to have

different multimode spectra than limited plasmas

• Circular limited plasmas have a peaked poloidal mode spectrum due 

kink resonance with edge safety factor

Maurer, Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 53, 074016 (2011)

n = 1

Perturbed energies
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Diverted plasmas in HBT-EP are expected to have

different multimode spectra than limited plasmas

• Circular limited plasmas have a peaked poloidal mode spectrum due 

kink resonance with edge safety factor

• Poloidal mode spectrum is broader for diverted plasmas

• Toroidal mode spectrum may also have measurable differences

Perturbed energies

n = 1

Maurer, Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 53, 074016 (2011)
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Diverted plasmas produce a broadened poloidal mode 

spectrum, in qualitative agreement with DCON

• Poloidal mode number spectrum for the n = 1 mode is broadened 

when the plasma is diverted instead of limited

n = 1 n = 1
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High-speed graphics processing unit (GPU)-based control 

system enables adaptive feedback algorithms with low latency

• NVIDIA GeForce GTX 580 FTW GPU

– 512 cores, 1.5GB RAM

• D-TACQ ACQ196 96-channel digitizer

• Two D-TACQ AO32CPCI 32-channel 

analog output modules

• 96 analog inputs, 16-bit resolution

• 64 analog outputs, 16-bit resolution

• Latency down to ~12µs

Hardware Capabilities

Rath, Plasma Phys. 

Control. Fusion 55, 

084003 (2013)
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Adaptive feedback has successfully suppressed

m/n = 3/1 external kink activity

• Negative feedback suppresses the mode amplitude by ~60% at the 

dominant mode frequency

Levesque, Nucl. Fusion 53, 073037 (2013)Rath, Nucl. Fusion 53, 073052 (2013)
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Adaptive feedback has successfully suppressed

m/n = 3/1 external kink activity

• Negative feedback suppresses the mode amplitude by ~60% at the 

dominant mode frequency

– When gain is set too high, a low frequency mode appears, preventing 

further mode suppression

Levesque, Nucl. Fusion 53, 073037 (2013)Rath, Nucl. Fusion 53, 073052 (2013)
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Feedback control of m/n = 2/1 modes extends plasma

duration as qa approaches 2

• Suppressive feedback increases 

discharge durations when 

operating at low qa

– 2/1 mode growth rate is reduced 

from ~3000Hz to ~900Hz with 

feedback

– Discharge is maintained at low 

qa for longer before disrupting

• Further feedback work on 2/1 

modes is in progress

m=3

n = 1 Mode Amplitude

m=2

FB on

Feedback on
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Upcoming feedback algorithms will include real-time

equilibrium parameters and rotation control

• GPU can quickly compute 

equilibrium parameters for 

updating the system model or 

control scheme

– Fast, parallel computations in 

the feedback loop enable 

adaptive control

• Mode rotation can be controlled 

using a biased electrode as an 

actuator

– Rotation frequency measured 

with magnetic sensors
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Summary

• HBT-EP experiments with a new movable ferromagnetic wall allow 

systematic studies of effects of nearby ferritic materials on plasmas

• Versatility of HBT-EP kink mode experiments has been expanded 

by adding a shaping coil to create diverted plasmas

– Initial experiments have produced the expected changes in

poloidal mode spectra for diverted versus limited plasmas

• A high-speed GPU-based feedback system implements

advanced magnetic feedback algorithms with low latency

– Rotation control has been added to the feedback system via a biased 

electrode inserted in the plasma edge


